My dear Manning,

Your note arrived to say

that the Speaker of the Hon. House had offered to construe or arrange or
such or some other act. And I remarked that

of your daily prayer. The only thing which

I added, & which he did not say, was

the special thought of the divided state

of Christendom and the sick alarm

of others. I do not think this surrender can not
careful to pray for the Roman Church.

They only receive them; if they receive

two half; they need not anymore.

I do not think we should be

outside them; a relation to the nations

of certain reformatory elements, I

mean will be taken that the multitude

many them the prayer for us wish us

any thing bad good. They pray that

be may be changed; a we should

pray that they should.

I have been expecting you the whole

of last term.

What is going to you mean

not to enter into with the Roman Cate-

chisis? What is going on?